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Story

Full speed ahead!

Fantastic water magic, boring lessons and new friendships - the magical school ship sets sail.

Volume 3 of the adventurous series

Setting sail for the mermaid race: Only the Wellenkron crew can warn the sea folk about the villain

Stanislaus Himmelrot. But they are too late! Stanislaus and Vita have seized the last part of the legendary

map and are already lurking on the island of the ancestors. To thwart their dark machinations, Marie and her

friends must find the Palace of the Oceans - probably the most powerful place and the source of all water

magic

On a magical journey with the Wellenkron

Water can be whirled up, frozen or given the shape of animals: In this adventurous and magical book

series for children aged 8 and up, anything is possible! On board the ship Wellenkron, the floating

school on the sea, cohesion, friendship and fun lessons take centre stage. Full of humour and

excitement, author Anna Lisa Kiesel combines everyday school life with the breathtaking magic of the

ocean. Cool black and white illustrations by Leonie Daub bring the crew to life. Come on board too! For

fans of The School of Magical Beasts and Harry Potter.
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More titles in this series

Sea School of Water Magic - Allies of the Sea

(Vol. 1)

Sea School of Water Magic - Hidden in the

Waves (Vol. 2)
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